Wizzen Trading
by Warren Bevan

Golds Great Base

Another choppy week for markets and stocks with no real direction. It’s
still very hard to catch a winner.
We saw one stocks we’ve been eyeing for a while as it built its super
base, and it broke-out Thursday on heavy volume which is usually the
blueprint to success, but it turned around and failed the breakout right away on
Friday.
You know that it remains dangerous if textbook breakouts still fail.
As for the precious metals, they are chopping around as well and are not
anything to write home about.
I remind you that not trading, IS trading.
Sometimes you just have to wait for setups and that is still where we are.
It takes time to build nice bases which can move stocks or anything else
and that is where we are now.
Let’s check the metals charts and see what moves would constitute a
breakout or breakdown.
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Gold rose 0.26% for the week as it just chopped around in its range.
There is nothing to do until we breakout above $1,320 or breakdown
below $1,280.
To me it looks like we will move higher out of this nice developing base.
I love this flat base here and it should lead to a nice upside move when
we breakout higher but I do not know when that will be.
It could be right away or it could still be a few weeks.
Until the move begins there is no point in trying to trade it unless you’re
a day-trader.
We did see some decent moves on a daily basis in this base during the
last week but those moves reversed the very next day so being quick and not
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greedy is key if you are trying to trade the moves and as as so often happens,
the moves generally come in overseas action while I’m fast asleep.
Unless you can trade futures and don’t sleep it is a tough metals to trade.
Patience is so important to success and it is needed now.

Silver grabbed a tiny 0.94% this past week and remains choppy.
We are seeing a flat base come more into view now with ranges between
just under $19 and $20 on the upside.
Until we move either way there isn’t much to say.
I do not know if gold or silver will lead the next move but my guess
would be gold will since it has a much longer and stronger base.
Time will tell.
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Platinum gained 2.34% this past week as it broke out of its large triangle
pattern on heavy volume.
A very nice breakout for sure.
Platinum hit simple resistance at recent highs which happen more often
than not.
A few more days are needed before we breakout above $1,490 and as
long as we stay above the $1,450 level this chart remains bullish.
Buy areas would be support near $1,450 or a breakout with good volume
above $1,490.
Not a bad move if you took the breakout.
I did talk about this nice pattern last weekend but I did think it would
take some time to resolve. I was wrong and it moved quickly.
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Timing is hard sometimes but as long as you have the right pattern
drawn on the chart you are ready for the breakout and take the trade as soon as
it happens whether you are expecting it or not.

Palladium grabbed 1.79% on the week and remains strongly in an uptrend
channel.
See how palladium bounced strongly off the lower end of this uptrend
channel. That is great and tells us the uptrend is still strongly in place.
Buying near the lows, at the 21 day moving average, has worked and will
until it doesn’t.
Thank you very much for reading and you can find out more about what I
do for members as we focus on leading stocks for the most part at http://
wizzentrading.com
Thank you for your support and for reading.
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Warren
In my free, nearly weekly newsletter I include many links and charts which
cannot always be viewed through sites which publish my work. If you are
having difficulties viewing them please sign up in the right margin for free at
http://www.wizzentrading.com or send an email to warren@wizzentrading.com
with “subscribe” as the subject and receive the newsletter directly in your inbox,
links and all. If you would like to subscribe and see what my portfolio consists
of please see here.
If you found this information useful, or informative please pass it on to your
friends or family.
Free Service
The free weekly newsletter “Wizzen Trading” does not purport to be a financial
recommendation service, nor do we profess to be a professional advisement service. Any
action taken as a result of reading “Wizzen Trading” is solely the responsibility of the reader.
We recommend seeking professional financial advice and performing your own due diligence
before acting on any information received through “Wizzen Trading”.
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